
Use Equipment Correctly at Work and Home
	 	 Keep	 equipment and materials that you use most as close	 to	 you	 as 

possible, especially the mouse and phone.  Bring the keyboard to the 
edge of the table, and never lean on anything while you type.  

	 	The	front	of	the	keyboard	should	be	higher	than	the	back; 
keep the keyboard “feet” down.  Place the surface supporting 
the keyboard at least one inch below your sitting elbow 
height, so that the top	of	the	keyboard	is	equal	to	your	
sitting	elbow	height, unless you look at the keys to type.

		Center	the	monitor with the G and H keys.  You should 
be able to look straight ahead at the top of the screen 
(or lower if you wear bifocals). Increase	 the	 monitor	
contrast and decrease brightness so that the screen 
is as bright as the surrounding light.  Clean the screen 
regularly.

	 	When using your laptop as a desktop, always use an 
external keyboard and mouse and raise the laptop 
screen to the correct height (see above information). 

	 	Support documents and reading material upright to avoid 
looking down or to the side at them.  Use a document	
holder or slant board, or both.

	 	 Create a raised work surface to allow	 time	 to	 stand	 while	
you	read,	edit,	and	use	the	phone.

	 	Clear the floor space under your desk and lab bench so that there is 
enough room to sit	directly	below	the	keyboard and so your elbows 
are aligned with your shoulders and hips.

	 	Get rid of armrests to avoid	leaning	on	your	elbows.

Practice Healthy Work Habits
		Take	a	break from work every half hour for a couple of minutes. Take your hands 

off the keyboard and mouse to stretch while the computer is responding to 
your command or connecting to the link you just activated. It is best to 

stand up and walk around at least once an hour.

		For full back support, sit	back in the chair while you type; bend	
from	the	hips while you write.

	 Stand to reach any material(s) to avoid	 dangerous	
overhead	reaching.

		Hold	the	phone or use a headset; never cradle the phone 
between your shoulder and neck.

	 	 Reduce	 your	 grip on tools, including the mouse and 
writing tools.

		Use	minimal	pressure	to	type; do not bang the keys.

		Never	rest	your	hands	on	a	wrist	rest while you type or 
use the mouse.  Float across the keyboard. Use	your	whole	

arm	to	move	the	mouse; do not drop your wrist.

	 	 Use keyboard	 commands as much as possible (i.e., avoid  
the mouse!).

	 	Turn to face	the	task (e.g., when taking notes, using the phone, 
lifting) rather than twisting.

		Prepare	for	periods	of	greater	stress (e.g., deadlines, extended hoodwork 
and pipetting).  When you overuse your body, treat your muscle tension and fatigue 
immediately, and then rest.  

		Begin or continue an aerobic	exercise program.
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